Steam Appliances
SIENNA LUNA PET Steam Cleaning System combines a variety of the most essential cleaning
features into a versatile elegant steam cleaning system.
The LUNA PET is a floor cleaner that combines Micro Pulse Vibration Technology, 3 levels of
adjustable steam control with illumination from a powerful LED light source and allows you to
deep clean with more confidence. The LED light feature on the cleaning head illuminates your
cleaning path, and helps find hidden soiled areas behind and under furniture that your pet or
children may have left. The uniquely designed, extremely low profile swivel steam cleaning head
has sloping sides for easy access into tight challenging areas, it provides excellent access around
bathroom fixtures, under furniture and cabinet overhangs. The revolutionary Micro Pulse
Technology breaks up tough dirt and grime in heavily soiled areas, vibrates at over 90 vibrations
per second, provides a scrubbing effect and assists the mop across the floor surface reducing
cleaning time and effort.
LUNA Pet transforms quickly and easily into an incredible versatile multi surface cleaning
system. Simply remove the handle and mop head from the body, attach the shoulder strap, hose,
and heavy duty cleaning accessories to the unit and it becomes a portable steam cleaner with
multiple cleaning possibilities.
The variety of uses include cleaning and sanitizing pet beds, pet cages, kennels, around litter
boxes, feeding bowls and related areas. It can even clean the glass sides of a fish tank along with
most household surfaces that require cleaning. It is also great for cleaning up and sanitizing any
pet accidents that may occur around the home.
The unit also features a 30 minute energy saving shutoff, an ergonomic soft grip handle with an
integrated cord holder slot and quick release cord wrap. Included in the set are, 2 reusable, ECOMicrofiber pads, a carpet glider, fill cup, and the Luna Pet accessory cleaning kit and storage bag
with, Shoulder strap to make it portable, Large Triangle heavy duty Cleaning/Steaming Head,
Window squeegee, Microfiber mini pad for cleaning/steaming head, 4 nylon brushes, 2 brass
brushes, Concentrator extension nozzle, and Extension hose with heavy duty handle shown
below.
LUNA assembles in seconds requiring no tools, is easy to use, compact, stylish, powerful,
versatile and lightweight.
A large triangle head and extension tubes are available to extend your cleaning reach into deeper
cages, kennels and other hard to reach areas.

